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Quarterly Report for ONR Grant NOOOI-90-J-175.

Neutral Atom deBroglie-Wave Interferometry

Year 1, Quarter 3, August - October 1990

Principal Investigator: John F. Clauser

Vacuum Sustem & Thermal Beam Generator:

The oven heater circuit was split into two separate circuits

to reduce its thermal gradients gradient. New power and

temperature monitor circuits were completed, installed and tested.

Vibration Isolation System:

Three generations of pneumatic support pistons were

fabricated, installed, and tested, with each an improvement of the

previous. Final system test currently awaits the next pump down. A

summary report Matter-Wave Interferometry Vibraton Isolation

(requested by ONR) was submitted 3 October.

Laser Sustems:

Diode lasers have been successfully temperature tuned using a

single - stage thermoelectric cooler. To narrow the laser

line-width, a cavity consisting of the laser itself on one end and

a diffraction reflection grating on the other (design patterned

after that by Wieman and Holberg) has been built and tested. It

appears to perform exactly as advertised with a continuous tuning

range of about 5nm and a measured line width of about 100kHz. In

addition, we have been able to modulate the beam up to about 80

MHz. At higher frequency, RF pickup and diminishing photodiode

frequency response prevented confirmation of the modulation, which

we believe is still present. We are nearly ready to test this in

combination with two - stage thermoelectric cooling. Initial

tuning checks will be with a potassium hollow cathode lamp via the

optogalvanic effect. Following these tests, we will mount it on

the vacuum chamber as a probe laser for the beam fluorescence

experiments.

Fluorescence Beam-Velocitu Monitor:

Construction is nearly complete of optics and photomultiplier

systems for monitoring the fluorescence produced by the
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Interaction of the probe laser with the potassium beam, as well as

the probe laser transport optics and mountings. Experiments to

measure the thermal velocity distribution From our oven and to

detect the potassium hyperEine structure will commence shortly.

Matter-Wave Interferometru:

A report AppLicatzon of Fourter - Fresnei Imaging to Neutral

- Atom Interferometry (requested by ONR) was submitted 3 October.

Reports:

Three reports requested by ONR have been submitted:

1. Application of Fourier - FresreL Imaging to Neutral,

2. Hatter-Wave Interferonetry Vibration Isotation - Atom

Interferometry)

3. Response to su.mm.ary Quest ionnatre.
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Matter-Wave Interferometry Vibration Isolation

John F. Clauser

Physics Dept., Univ. of Calif. - Berkeley

3 October, 1990

In this note we provide a brief summary of vibration isolation

techniques and their application to our neutral atom

interferometry experiments at the UC Berkeley Physics Department.

Naturally, the difficulty in achieving acceptable vibration

isolation for any given experiment depends largely upon the noise

background of the laboratory, the noise generated by the

experimental apparatus itself, as well as the tolerable noise

sensitivity of the experiment. Since neutral atom interferometers

may be configured to act as ultra-sensitive inertial sensors,

their vibrational noise sensitivity is inherently high.

1. What constitutes signal & what constitutes noise?

The initial experiments at UCB are to simply demonstrate

neutral atom interference. For these experiments any deviations

from an inertial reference frame for the apparatus represent a

potential noise source. Even the quasi-constant earth's

gravitational field ant rotation can be considered as very low

frequency noise components, although subsequent experiments wili

consider these as know, test signal's to be measured.

2 Vibration sensitivitw of neutral atom interfercmetr4

exoeriments:

Our proposed neutral atom interferometer includes the

Following components: (a) a source of slow, cold atoms, (b) a

sequence of transmission diffraction gratings, and (c) an atomic

particle detector. The interferometer's parameters were selected

to de-emphasize its inertial sensitivity and thereby assure

success of the initial experiments. Nonetheless, it is still quite

sensitive to inertial forces, such as those caused by

vibrationally induced acceleration. Its sensitive axis is in a

direction perpendicular to the source-detector axis and

perpendicular to the grating slits' long direction. It has

negligible sensitivity to inertial forces acting perpendicular to



its sensitive axis.

Unfortunately, for any experiment in a terrestrial

laboratory, gravity cannot be eliminated. Thus, it is worthwhile

to orient the apparatus so that gravity is perpendicular to the

sensitive axis. In our case, this is done by having the beam

propagate vertically. An advantage of this orientation is that the

axial alignment remains independent of atomic velocity.

The purpose of our initial experiments is simply to detect

interference fringes. Hence, one desires that the peak-to-peak

worst-case vibration noise be limited to provide less than one

Fringe shift in whatever observation period is necessary For

positive identification and measurement of the atomic fringe

structure. In simplest terms, this requirement transiates to the

requirement that the worst-case peak-to-peak vibration amplitude

Crelative to an inertial Frame) of any grating be much less than

one slit width of that grating. If phase sensitive detection is

empioyed, this limiting amolitude constrains the apparatus allowed

vibration only over the bandwidth of the fringe detector, which,

in turn, can be made quite narrow, and Furthermore, can be

centered at a vibrationaily quiet portion of the spectrum. With

phase sensitive detection the above constraint may be relaxed at

frecuencies outside this bandwidth.

Why does the slit width represent a limiting amplitude For

vibrations? Indeed. For periodic vibrations of constant amplitude

the amoiitude of the resulting acceleration scales with the square

of the vibration frequency. Thus, one might exoect that the

interferometer fringe shift (proportional to linear acceleration)

will scale similarly. Fortunateig, this is not the case for

periodic accelerations with Frequencies higher than the inverse

transit time of atoms through the interferometer. For such

Frequencies the accelerational sensitivity decreases inversely

with frequency squared, so that the limiting spatial amplitude for

vibrations is still just the slit width.

To visualize this dependence, consider in an inertial frame

waves passing through a set of vibrating gratings. The diffraction

pattern at the final grating (and the Moir6 pattern formed by this

pattern and the final grating) is given by the Kirchoff

diffraction integral over possible paths (in the inertial frame)
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from the source, through all open slits to the final grating. Thu

possible paths traversed by any given wavefront constitute those

open at the time of its passage. Thus, even though a grating may

rapidly vibrate during the passage of a wavefront through a slit,

so long as the majority of paths offered by open slits remain open

for the passage of subsequent wavefronts, then the Klrchoff

diffraction integral will be neglegibly altered. That is, as long

as a only negligible fraction of each slits' open cross-section is

affected by the vibration, the diffraction pattern will be

maintained. This will be true as long as the worst-case wiggling

of the edges of these paths remains small with respect to a slit

width.

Our initial experiments anticipate the use of about 1/2 to I

micron slits, a path length of 0.92m, and a lowest velocity (with

correspondingly highest accelerationai sensitivity) of S - 10

m/sec. The worst case vibrational noise occurs at a frequency of

1/T'transit), or 5 - 10 Hz. Since externaily produced high

frequency (>> 1Hz vibrations are comparativeiy easy to isolate

from the apparatus but the support structure must pass zero

Frequency, it is the lowest frequency components (0.' - 5 Hz) that

are potentially the most troublesome.

Another potential source of noise is that due to struc:urai

flexure within the apparatus. Such flexure can allow one grating

to vibrate relative to another one and thereby ccuoie additional

noise into the system. Unless sufficient damping is provided,

apparatus generated noise may be trapped within the isolated

apparatus. Structural flexure resonances can then cause

amplification of these vibrations and significant relative motion

of the gratings will produce additional noise. Fortunately,

relative motion of the gratings is detectable with trx-sttu optical

interferometry and, If found present, can be remedied by

eliminating resonances and/or introduction of additional damping.

3. Noise sources in Room 318 Leonte, UCE Phusics Dept.:

Potential external sources of vibration include various forms

of cultural noise (e.g. hallway traffic), building plant noise

(typically rotating machinery), seismic activity, etc. Its

magnitude depends on the laboratory construction, location within

3



the building and the time of day. On the third floor of LeConte

Hall, all of these sources have been measured at various times,

with frequency spectra in the range of a few Hz to a few 10's of

Hz. Vibrations of the same order of magnitude are measurable in

vertical and horizontal directions, as well as in rolling motions

of the floor. Typical vibration amplitudes in Room 318 are of

orderl-'4 microns. Although the floor's rolling motion is large,

suspending the entire apparatus on a two-axis knife-edge bearing

prevents coupling this motion into the rotational modes of the

apparatus. With significant apparatus height above the floor, the

rolling motion produces an amplified horizontal motion of the

apparatus. The roiling motion thus requires significant horizontal

isolation of the apparatus center of gravity, provided by a

flexible leg support structure and damped pneumatic pistons.

Isolation ratios of 10 to 100 from floor vibrations will suffice,

even for experiments not using phase sensitive detection. Phase

sensitive detection can further reduce vibrational noise to total

insignificance.

L. Techniques:

There are two basic popular methods for isolation of

scientific apparatus: active and passive. Passive (conventional)

isolation systems are based on the low-pass filter action of a

spring-mass-dashoot linear system. Higher isolation using the same

principles is available by cascading such filters (as is commonly

done in gravitational wave detection experiments). The basic

physics of such isolation is given in the attached excerpt from a

Newport Research Corporation catalog. Passive isolation systems

and components are commercially available for supporting large

apparatus. Unfortunateiy, such commercial components are awkward

to use with an apparatus with significant vertical height (such as

ours).

Active isolation systems sense vibrational acceleration of

the apparatus with an accelerometer and apply a corrective force

via an electronic feedback system. Such systems are complex and

costly. Commercial active systems are presently available only for

small apparatus.

The present system at UCS is passive and successfully



isolates building noise to the required degree not to require

phase sensitive detection. Apparatus self-noise at present

dominates. It is evidently due to vibrations caused by boiling

liquids in the diffusion pumps and liquid nitrogen traps.

Significant noise is Found to exist in the isolator normal modes

oniy when the pumps are on and the traps are Full. Experiments

;urrently underway will determine whether this noise can be

brought to an acceptable level by damping improvements. IF not,

these pumps and traps may be replaced with sorption roughing pumps

and ion high-vacuum pumps.

5
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Application of Fourier-Fresnel Imaging

to Neutral - Atom Interferometry

John F. Clauser

Physics Ueo:., Univ. of Calif. - Ber-keley

3 Cctober, 1990

n thiis note we crcvide a brief summarg of the use of of

Fcur:er-'resnei maqirq to neuzrai atom ;tfereomty;. We snail'

see t ha t in auciioations of neutral-atom interferomezrL4 not

reaLu iri~ :,he .r.er-;ercmeter to hiave an ocen rmuitimig connectad,'

=cocq, th7e ise =: zhs imaqging has significant auvantaqes.

notaoig ease of aii;gnmenz, 5in-ificantig increased thrcuqn-cut

-;>x. ab~i.ty tc ucrK<~.~ very4 short: waveienqt." (anC/or hIiq!h

ve i c i ,._ atcms j.

'7aru of th7e 7asuits =resertec h"-ere are no: new, and w1ere

7eoogn :zen zy zrevizus authors to have imoorzant. acoi .caticr In

e~eczrzn nfmeryanc microscoou. :ndeec, CcwieL anc 1"ood_,e

7emarK- th at 7rne z-7acoi.oazicns of' the. '= to ight Is quite

. mitec. -The rESu..ts are ;:rimaril Interesting In th-az they SOWan

t'ie tcuncar-, tet~jeer zracezcoioai "=o-e Eringes and sinusclcai

*~ive-:n~r~eeno ~"es.Their limitea aumiicaoiiit-., per-aos

accounts for ':re 7eiatlve o=':'t o many of.: the resuits Zto

: ;:icai curo~ -7 mccerr-=au c~zics. 7.he emonasis in th~s note

is thus to cut axist:.-g results .along -withi some adtitions th-at

are -ieeceo -or A~r.y na Forn sultacle for Lse tg t2Conn='zues

available fr7 -euzrai-atcm nesrer.

1. Possible Layouts for '3 Neutral-Atom Interferometer.

'igure 1.. deoic~s two commonly discussed ccnfigurations For a

neucrai particle interferometer. In these, a source of neutral

particles, is ccLlimatec into a narrow beam by a sequence of two

slits, a distance A ariart, each with a slit width w. The
1:

particles are preferably cold, slow, and possessing long deBroglie

wavelength, X. Following collimation, they pass through a sequence

of three gratings (spaced respectively A Iand A 2apart), and

thence to a detector. Since it is generally counter-productive to

place significant spacing between the second collimating slit and

the First grating, these elements are shown as combined into a



single Finite extent grating.

The results of analyses of these configurations have

frequently concluded that aithoulh the collimator may operate in

the Fresnel regime (w >> ) , there is no interference

visible at the third grating unless the second grating is divided

into two distinct parts, with each part accepting only one fuily

separated diffracticn crter from the first grating while blocKing

all others; anc in a~tition. the third grating accepts cni one

Fuilig seoarated diffraction orter From each of the parts of the

secne grating. Typcai transmission of such a configuration is

aou -t Nor-eover, widening the collimator acceptance angle

,A to increase the throughout flux translates into a

ccrrescnaing broacening of the ciffraczed beams, now causing the

orcers to overlap. As a resuit, he througnout of the ccolimatcr

7ust aiso be limitec ,jith the total sqstem throughput quite low.

An additionai disaovantage of suCn a sgstem is thati is

Oiffi:zto a±ign. 3ratings aporooriate for matter-wave tearcgile

.aveiengt7= Rre unsuitacie for eiectromagnetic radiation, unless

the raciation is in the soft x-ray recion with a wavelength

zcmoaraoie to the matter-wave Ce-rogiJe wavelength.

The ,urocse cz the Present note is to InCocate that. contrarL

zC previous analuses. it is not necessarj to secarate the

diffTr action croers IFf the oren tocologg is not neecec fcr a

soecific aociicatlon, such as one reouiring exoicitation of the

uantLm tcooiocicai orase. A or:ie one must oaq ror acceotanoe Co

ai zi FFracton orers Ls that t:e input atcmic beam must be mce

neariy monochromatic. Tn actuaiiL:, this price was aireaoL being

cait with the seoaraten oroer- cnfLigurations, since use of a

significantly non-monocnromatic beam with them will increase each

diffracted beams angular width, and again lead to order overlap

with the corresponding necessity of further reduction of w and

consequent throughput.

2. Historical Background of Fourier-Fresnel Imaging.

In 1836 Talbot I reported the results of an experiment that

were quite surprising. The explanation of these results was

1H. Talbot, Phil. lag. 9, 401 (1836).
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provided by Lord Rayleigh PIn 1881. The reciprocal effect (with

interchanged sour-ce and detector) was observed exoerimentally by

von :-au in 1S46.

A diagram of the Talbot and von Lau excerimental

ccnfigurations is shown in Figure 2. in the T1albot con~igurat:or,

monochr-omatic light From a point source is iFocusea parai-el by a

Lens arc casses t hrcuqh two transmission gratlngs CRorcni 7uingsj

.an extencea tetectr. Zlearig, whlen thle grati.ngs nave zero

soacing !i.e. their Pianes are in oonaczt2 and, are or~enten so

tnat their slits are plarailei, they wiiiL Form a I-oire- Pattern. As

one L:5 transiatec carai±]ei to the ocr-er in its own piane a

ti:-scticn percencicuL. ar to th7e cils. the transmittec it

nnsit 4 wi_ vary -'r a ;erocic tracezo_-a.i -asnion '.raqLIar

reth e sit .iZ4t n to soac:-nq ratio is 1/2D. When the grat inqs

are secaratec anc th-e transiaticn 1-s again =er--zrn7ec. : h e
.racszcitai tattern tencs =c wasn cut. Taitot's surtrising r-esu.Lt

.as :haz at -razi'- setaraticns :-at are Lntegr-ai --u~zi=_as .: a

araczer~stj geivenT

-~ ~ n. n ~ i> R. s an Intecer,

an-- t ei;. the grat~ngs cer::z-. the oiris tatter 7eaczears _ith

-. ;n ttast:. 'oreover, *.jnen the -7te-er n :is cz~.. th e zatta' i

racez~zaicecernencza s cr1180 WE

sicmi.Aar effec- occurs in von L.au s ccn_-71uratizn wrnen an

e'<terzet courts is _ec aicrq ji-_t7 a zcit terec:tr- at Zthe c

=a _ens Fccin th-e scotn -;:az-11. 7Crecvec. Von L a'. a
tn ui-rcon, :the imaqe :3-ane th e Lens tioas n

ncensizg c:atter7 that is tenticai ::c th-e g~ati7n; transmIssion

Lric:: zn.

Since the Funcamenrai Talbot-Ragieigh length To is a

Functlon of the waveiengtn k, the Talbot anc von Lau effects

clearly are examples of wave interference. Moreover, since the

second grating accepts light in many diffraction orders

simultaneously, a full analysis OF these experiments must employ

Fresnel, not Fraunhofer dil~fraction. Mioreover, the scaling of L T

Is intriguing for neutral atom interfer-ometry, since it has

convenient values when calculated in terms of available atomic

2 Lord Rayleigh, Phil. Mag. 11, 196 (1881).
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deBroglie wavelengths and micro-fabricated gratings. However,

neither the Talbot nor von Lau configurations are directly

suitable for matter - wave interferometry because of the required

presence of a lens.
.3

Cowley anc Moodie provided a theoretical and excerimentai

anaiysis in 1957 of the images of a point source formed by a

transmission grating. They found that when a condition on the

geometry is satisfiec (similar to the Taibot-Rayieigh condition

given abovej, the image piane of the grating cispiays an intensity

oattern that is a magnified exact reoiica of the imaging gracing.

When the point source is reniaced by a grating in their anaiysis,

they prcnuce an intermediate configuration which contains the

laibot and von Lau configurations as limiting cases (source ant/or

aetectocr movec to infinitD. Note that these configurations cc not

Lnvo±ve the use of a lens. ant as such are eminently suitanie For

use in matter-wave interfercmetry Can aociicaclcn of their results

that they noteco.

winthroo and Worthlngtcn reanaigzec the Cowiey and Moodie

ccnfiguration in !SEE anc aiscoverec the existence of additionai

high ccntrast images that do not satisfy the Taibot-Rayleigh

condition, and do ron provice exact reolicas of the imaging

grating. They cailed these additionai images Fresnei images,

reserving the term Fcurier images for those that form exact

magnified images. Fresnel images of an intensity distribution that

comsists of a muitioicity of magnified reoicas (aiiasesj of the

nriiai grating.

3. Application of Fourier - Fresnel imaqinq to neutral - atom

Interferometry

We now summarize and apply the above results to a

configuration suitable for matter-wave interferometry. Consider a

sequence of three broad transmission gratings, whose planes are

spaced a distance R apart. The middle grating has equally spaced

open (vacuum) slits of width s with periodic spacing d, while the

3 J.M.Cowley and A.F.Moodie, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) 70,

486,4S7,SOS (19$7).

4J.T.Winthrop and C.R.Worthington, JOSA, 55, 373 (196S).
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first an third gratings have open slits of width 2s with periodic

spacing 2d. A convenient ratio of s/d - 0.1 will suffice for our

purposes, but this choice is not critical. The sequence is

diffusely illuminated by nearly monochromatic but weakly

collimated neutrai-atom deBroglie waves. In this ccnfiguration,

unlike the configurations discussed earlier for neutral atom

interfercmeters. the middle grating is not split into two CaLts.

Let us define a characteristic wave±ength for this

configuration X a d 2/ R. The first grating forms a series ofTR

small ecualig soaced inconerent sources, each one illuminating the

second grating. All possible Fresnei diffraction orders of the

second grating then reacn the third grating. Following the above

resuits. when the atomic debrcglie waveiength A - thenTR

each source oount on the First ting will form an image on the

:hird grating ccnsisting of a series of n strioes per 2d. eacn of

width s. CWhen 7 = " holds, the images are Fourier images. When

n hoits the images are Fresnei images, by winthrow ant

Worthington's definition.) If every n'th stripe is positioned on

an ooen slit of the third grating, then transmission will occur.

1f the thirn grating is slowly transiated across its own pattern,

then the transmission will vary periodically with soatiai perioc

of d/n. When \ / k is not a ratio of two smail integers.TR

oeriodic transmission does not occur. The pericodic transmission

signal can then easily be measurec using standard phase sensitive

detection 'IocK-in) technicues.

Since eacn source point of the First grating orcvides exactlg

the same cattern, the oeriodoic set of sources provided by the

first grating will increase the intensity transmitted by the third

grating in prodortion to the number of sources. Corresuondingly,

since the sizes of the second and third gratings may be increased

without limit, a a very high detector Flux will thus be

obtained.

An additional interesting effect can be observed when one

varies X. Transmission resonances can be observed when X Q X m/n

holds. If one monitors the aforementioned periodic transmission at

the n-th harmonic, there will occur a resonance whenever m is

approximately integral. The width and shape of these resonances

W'



depends on (s/d), m and n. When the atomic beam has a dominantly

particle-like character Cas opposed to wave-like) the n - 1

resonance reappears. Thus, in the high veiocity limit (i.e. beam

cooler/decelerator turned off), the three gratings form only

geometric shadows, and a simole Mcire pattern resuits. This

wave-particie transition occurs when the deEroglie wavelength is

sufficiently short that any point on the third grating is

iiluminated by at most one silt.

The above configuration will also work as a sensitive

inertwai sensor, in the same sense as the earlier considered

interferometers. The oath from any source point to any image point

forms a set of nested diamond shaoe interferometers, each with its

own inertial sensing capability. However. each such interfercmerer

has a different area. Thus if significant gravitational or

Cocroiis Force is apiied to the atoms, the various

interferometers within the nest will get ouz of phase and the

interterence will disappear. Thus the magnetic-fieid servo system

discussed earlier by the author can be used to keep the atoms

sensing essentially the equivalent of an inertial frame, ant the

inertial signals obtainen from the servo system error signal.

Finailg, let us discuss a further advantage of the system

thus descr:bed. That is its ease of alignment. It was noted above

that in the high veiocitg limit (i.e. beam cooier/deceleratcr

turned off), the gratings form oni geometric shadows, and a

si oe Noirg pstorn results. Using the same ohase sensitive

detecz=cn technique, one then can align the gratings to this Moirv

pattern by maximizing the n - 1 harmonic signal. In addition,

since the grating period d can be much larger than that required

for the separated beam configurations, these gratings can now be

incorporated as elements of an M-SLtU optical interferometer. and

the coarse alignment performed with light.
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Response to Summary Questionnaire

To: Hersch Pilloff

Physics Divn. (Code 1112LO)

Office of Naval Research

800 North Quincy Street

Arlington, VA 22217 - 5CO

Re: R&T ' 12 1l23

From: John F. Clauser - P.I.

Deot. of Physics

University of California

Berkeley, CA 9472C

Project: Neutral-Atom matter-wave Interferometry

Grant #: NOOOIh-Oh-lJ-Iq75

I.Pesearch Description:

The research program is to study the spatial wave-iike

character of freely propagating neutral-atom matter-waves

(deBroglie waves). To do so, we are constructing and using a

neutrai-atom matter-wave interferometer. An atomic beam will be

decelerated and cooled by conventional laser spontaneous cooling.

it will be extracted from the laser cooling apparatus ano fed

through a series of micro-fabricated transmission gratings, which

will serve as an interferometer, and thence to a detector.

E.Scientific Problem:

Matter-wave interferometry has here-to-fore been been

performed with photons, electrons, neutrons, and Cooper electron

pairs. Can this list be extended to include neutral atoms? What

are the fundamental issues and constraints in doing so? Although

the framework of quantum mechanics appears eminently successful in

describing the micro domain of nature's building blocks, it is

troubled by conceptual problems and counter-intuitive (or at the

very least, surprising) predictions when it is applied to the

macroscopic domain. Thus, its applicability within the macroscopic

domain is FrequentlW questioned and/or poorly undertood. The

experiments being performed will attempt to answer the above two

questions, as well as to track the evolution of quantum sWstems in
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the macro domain, in a parameter range that spans their classical

particle-like behavior through their quantum wave-like behavior.

The research is also useful in providing a new form of

scientific instrumentation. If indeed a neutral-atom

interferometer can be built, then a wide variety of fundamental

problems become experimentally accessible. In atomic physics one

will be able to measure commlex atomic scattering amplitudes and

measure spin-inoeaendent energy level shifts. In geodesy and

geophysics and navigation, ultra sensitive measurements of

gravity, gravity gradients, rotation and acceleration will become

available. A whoie host of effects predicted by relativistic

gravitational theory may become measurable. Finally, many

predicted quantum tooological effects and other counter-intuitive

quantum mechanical effects in the macroscooic domain become

measurable.

-.Scientific and Technical Approach:

The essence of our approach is outlined under Research

Cescription, above. The apparatus consists of a three meter tall,

vertical orientation, stainless steel, ultra-high vacuum chamber.

It is mounted on a gimbaled vibration isolating framework. The

lowest portion contains an atomic beam oven. Light from a diode

laser is reflected off a 'iS° mirror with a slit in it, so as to

counter-propagate along the atomic beam exiting the oven. The

laser is amplitude modulated at an atomic hyperfine resonance and

waveiength-chirped at a kiloHertz sawtooth rate. A decelerated,

cooled neutral potassium beam should the emerge from the mirror's

slit.

The cooled beam then propagates upward through a sequence of

three micro-fabricated gratings. Grating positions can be

manipulated through bellows seals. At each grating the beam

undergoes wave-like diffraction and is thereby dispersed. The

gratings are arranged to allow recombination of the dispersed

waves so as to interfere and form a macroscopic standing

matter-wave at the surface of the third grating. Upon transmission

by the third grating, a Moir6 pattern is formed. The transmitted
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beam flux is monitored by a hot-wire detector. Upon manipulation

of externally imposed fields (gravitational, Coriolis, magnetic,

and/or electric)upon the matter-waves within the interferometer,

and/or manipulation of the grating positions, the standing wave

pattern may be detected and measured, via the resulting variation

of the transmitted atomic flux.

4a.Proqress:

As of this writing, the ONR Grant has been in force for only

eight months. During this period, two graduate students have been

brought on to the project. The chamber was reassembled and brought

to full high-vacuum operation. A new beam oven was fabricated and

installed. A thermal potassium beam was produced and detected.

Initial testing and various improvements to the vibration

isolation mounting have proceeded. Various laser diodes have been

operated and temperature tuned. Construction of a cooled Littrow

grating Fabrg Perot laser cavity has prcceeded and nears

comoletion and testing. A study of Fourier-Fresnel imaging (also

called Talbot-fringe detection) introduced by the author at an ONR

sponsored Matter-Wave Interferometry Workshop, Jan.l99O in Santa

Fe, has continued. Results of the study indicate that the use of

these techniques provides many advantages. Their use will be

incorzorated into the initial experiments. Possible sources for

matter-wave gratings have been evaluated and it has been concluded

that the most expeditious, cost effective, and convenient source

is to build them ourselves at the Univ. of Calif. - BerKeley Cory

Hall facility. The construction of a laser fluorescence monitor

for beam velocity monitoring is approaching completion and

testing.

4b.Special Significance of Results:

See Fourier-Fresnel imaging (4a, above).

S. Extenuatina Circumstances:

See 8, below.

6.Publications:

None.
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7.Unspent Funds:

None anticipated.

B.Other Support:

One graduate student, Mathias Rench, is supported on a Dept.

of Education Fellowship.

The project had been underway for several years prior to the

commencement of the ONR grant. During this time it was solely

supported by the personal funds of John F. Clauser, (who, as such,

retains sole title to patents accruing to this earlier work - see

ccoy of letter from John F. Clauser to Univ. of Calif. Regents

discussing such patent applications, a copg of which was included

as an Aopendix to the Grant Proposal).

The present ONR Grant provides insufficient funding for the

performance of the project, which, as a result, is funded jointly

by the personal funds of John F. Clauser. Since the grant has been

in force, other than personnel costs and associated University of

Calif. overhead, all expenses, including those for equipment,

supplies, travel, comouters, office work and incidentals have been

paid for personally by John F. Clauser.

9.Major Equipment P chases:

None


